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5 Different Types of Sellers

The Hard Worker

This self-motivated 

seller doesn’t give up 

easily, and is always 

willing to go for results

The Relationship 

Builder

This team player 

invests their efforts in 

building strong 

customer relationships 

The Problem Solver

This detail-oriented 

seller focuses on 

identifying and the 

solving problems

The Lone Wolf

Extremely confident, 

this self-assured seller 

follows their own 

instincts to a fault

The Challenger

Willing to upend the 

status quo, a 

Challenger Seller 

understands the 

customer’s business 

and leads with insight



What is a Challenger?

What exactly makes someone a Challenger?

• They have a different view of the world and profound understanding of their 

customer’s needs. 

• Challenger sellers love exploring new ideas and using constructive tension 

to motivate the customer to think differently about their business. 

• Their conversations lead with commercial insight and lead to, not with, the 

solution they’re selling.

• They have the right skills to deliver the right message to the right customers, 

and they win the moments that matter by maintaining an environment of 

constructive tension across the sale. 

• The Challenger Approach helps you transform your sales organization into a 

team of high-performing Challenger sellers, unafraid to upend customer 

assumptions, disrupt their thinking, and teach them something new.



To engage your targets and create demand with your customers, you must 

change the way they define their needs by teaching them how to think about 

their business differently. Challenger sellers are skilled at teaching their 

customer about unknown or underappreciated needs that lead back to the 

unique differentiators in your product, service or solution portfolio.

The Right Message
Challengers Don’t Ask Customers What They 

Need, They Teach Them What They Need to Fix



The Right Message Moves the Deal Forward
When Buyers Are Presented With a Sales Convention That Leads With a Solution and Not 

Commercial Insight, the Typical Reaction is to Do Nothing, to Delay, or to Push Back.

Customers are most likely to rethink their current course and reset buying criteria only when confronted with surprising 

information about their business and a compelling case for change based on the cost of inaction. You need the right 

message to overturn the status quo thinking of your buyer.



CEB research shows that the most important thing to customers is the sales experience—not 

the product, service, or price. Customers want to learn something in the sales interaction more 

than they want to buy something. They want insight into how to cut costs, make more money, 

and reduce risk.

Therefore, customers value reps most who:

• Offer unique and valuable perspectives on the market

• Help them navigate alternatives

• Provide advice

• Help them avoid potential problems

• Educate them on new issues and outcomes

Customers are saying to reps, “Tell me something new about my business”

—which essentially defines the Challenger’s sales approach.

Why Challenger Skills Matter
Challenger Skills Drive Sales Success Because They Dovetail 

With What Research Has Shown Customers Want Most.



What Type of Questions Will Teach Your 

Customer Something They Are Not Aware of?



Broad Open-ended Sales Questions

Broad open-ended sales questions get people to open up and start 
talking. They’re great for helping you find out what's going on in your 
buyers’ world and are essential to sales success.

“What’s going on in your world these days?”

"Can you give me some background on what’s happening in 
your division?”

"Thinking about HR at your company, where do you see the 
areas of opportunity for improvement?”

Specific Open-ended Sales Questions

Specific open-ended sales questions are more exploratory. Some 
buyers might not share much information when you ask broad open-
ended questions, or they might not know the answers. These 
questions uncover latent needs the buyer might not even be aware of.

Specific open-ended questions yield one of three answers: an 
expression of need, no perception of need, or lack of knowledge.

“You’ve mentioned that you’d like to improve your company’s 
efficiency. There are a lot of ways to go about this. Let’s start 
with billable hours. How closely do your monthly actual numbers 
align with your projected numbers?”

“What about staffing? Do your current employees have the skills 
needed to move the company forward? Where are the knowledge 
gaps?”

“What would you like to be doing that you just don’t have the 
resources to tackle right now?”

Open Ended Questions



Closed-ended sales questions are great for diagnosis. Whether you get a “yes” or a “no” answer, it’s easy to 

follow up and get the buyer to elaborate. By asking closed-ended questions you can uncover needs that 

buyers may not yet perceive as a problem, but when you ask so specifically, they sometimes reconsider.

• “Do you feel like you’re hiring the best people fairly consistently?”

• “Are you getting the pool of candidates you want when you’re looking to hire, and are you getting them 

fast enough?”

• “Do you feel like you waste a lot of time sifting through the also-rans to get to the highest potential 

candidates?”

• “When you make offers, do the best candidates accept them as often as you would hope

Closed-Ended Sales Questions



What Did You Do Last Weekend?

Questions about off-work activities give you insight into what matters to your 

buyer. You’ll learn about kids, pets, hobbies, passion projects, and more. 

People appreciate it when you ask about these things during subsequent 

conversations, too.

What’s Going on in Your Business These Days?

Asking about business in general seems broad, but buyers will often rattle off a 

few things that are most important to them, giving you ideas for cross-selling 

and up-selling later. It also shows buyers that you’re curious and want to know 

what’s going on beyond your particular sale.

How Have Things in Your Business Changed Given [insert an Industry 

Event]?

Industry-impact questions demonstrate your familiarity with and interest in the 

buyer’s business beyond simply stating, “Yes, we’ve worked in [industry].”

It Was Good to Hear the Short Version of Your Background at the 

Meeting, but Since We’re Out for Lunch, I’d Love to Get the Long 

Version. What’s Your Story?

People love talking about themselves. If you’ve already done the 20,000-foot-

overview talk, asking for more details shows you’re truly interested in learning 

more (but only if you do it genuinely).

I Have to Say, I Really Like the Way You Don’t Just Have Your Values Up 

on the Wall Like Every Company, but You Have All the Comments From 

Your Team About What the Values Mean to Them. How Did You All Come 

Up With That? I’m Guessing You Learned a Lot About Your Company and 

Team. Thoughts?

Knowing your buyer’s leadership style and more about the company’s culture 

will give you a better idea of how to communicate with the team during the 

sales process and when you start working with them. It also shows that you’re 

attentive and genuinely interested in them. This is just an example—the idea is 

to ask about something that truly intrigues you.

You Mentioned You Want to Retire in a Few Years. What Are You 

Thinking of Doing Then?

Like the weekend question, a question about the buyer’s future will help you 

understand what’s important to them and what they’re passionate about when 

they’re not working. It will help you relate on a personal level and find common 

ground. After all, people buy from people they like.

What Were You Doing Before You Were at This Company?

Your buyer’s career path may come in handy because it will give you a sense 

of where they’ve been and where they’re headed. In some cases, you may 

discover that a buyer pivoted in their career, which is a great opportunity to ask 

more questions

Open-Ended Sales Questions to Build Rapport



1. If, at the end of this hour, you looked back and thought ‘that was an hour well spent’ what would we have covered?

2. Why isn’t this particular technology/service/product/situation/issue working for you right now?

3. Many of our clients report problems with A, B, and C. How are these areas affecting you? What do you think about them?

4. What’s holding you back from reaching your revenue (or profit, or other) goals?.

5. What goals and objectives do you have in general for your business? For this particular area?

6. (Assuming they set the meeting) Why did you ask me to talk with you today?

7. (Assuming you set the meeting) As I mentioned earlier, I’d like to share a few ideas that have helped our clients succeed 

in the X, Y, and Z areas. Before we get going, by the time we’re done with this meeting, what else might you like to 

cover?

8. What’s your sense of what needs to happen to improve that/make progress here/change that?

9. What kind of opportunities do you see for improvement in this area?

10.What have you done in the past to address this issue/try to reach this goal?

Open-Ended Sales Questions to Uncover 

Aspirations and Afflictions



If You Could Overcome These Challenges, What Would Happen to Your 

Company’s Financial Situation?

You need to get the buyer to quantify the impact of working with you. It’s one 

thing to tell the buyer that, on average, you’re able to save your clients 

$250,000 in operating costs. It’s another for them to do the calculation 

themselves and see the impact on their business.

If You Were to Make This Happen, What Would It Mean for You 

Personally?

The more of a stake the buyer has in seeing the results realized, the more buy-

in you’ll get, and the more likely the buyer is to support you internally. Beyond 

financial impact, you want to help the buyer look good. For example, maybe 

your project will help the buyer get the promotion they want.

How Would Implementing These Changes Affect Your Competitiveness 

in the Market?

Maybe your project will help the company grow market share, become more 

profitable than competitors, or be more innovative in their market. Whatever it 

is, you need your buyer to articulate how working with you will give them a leg 

up over their competition.

What Won’t Happen if You Chose Not to Move Forward With This?

When urgency to move forward is an issue, ask what won’t happen. The buyer 

likely already knows what won’t happen, but saying it aloud to you makes it 

more real. You don’t want to scare the buyer, but creating fuel for action can be 

helpful.

How Do You Think the Board of Directors Would Evaluate the Success of 

This Initiative?

Knowing the metrics by which your work will be judged is the first step to 

success. By knowing these ahead of time, you’re able to put systems in place 

to track them from the get-go.

If You Don’t Solve [insert the Challenge Here], What Kind of Difficulties 

Will You Face Going Forward?

Again, looking at the cost of inaction can create fuel for moving forward. This 

question is also helpful as buyers start trying to piecemeal your 

product/solution.

Sales Questions to Demonstrate Impact



If You Were to Wave a Magic Wand to Make It 3 Years From Now and This 

All Works Out, How Will Things Be Different?

Your part of an organization’s 3-year plan is likely a small one, but getting the 

whole picture will both get your buyer excited about the possibilities and help 

you see where else you might work together.

(in Early Sales Discussion) You Mentioned You’re Not Having a Good 

Experience With Your Current Provider. If You Work With Us, What Are 

You Hoping Will Be Different?

Especially in your efforts to unseat an incumbent, you want to know what’s not 

working now to formulate a plan to be different/better. This will also give you an 

indication of the buyer’s expectations.

(in Later Sales Discussions) Given All We’ve Talked About, What Do You 

See as Being Different if We Were to Move Forward Together?

This question gets the buyer thinking about change and envisioning the future 

possibilities.

What Does Success Look Like for You, Personally?

Having the buyer vocalize how the success of the project would impact their 

personal life and/or career creates excitement and generates additional buy-in. 

After all, people buy with their hearts and justify with their heads. You need to 

appeal to both.

What Does Success Look Like for Your Business?

It’s important to know how buyers are going to evaluate the success of your 

initiative. In painting your picture of the new reality, you need to clearly define 

what that end goal looks like for their business, for them personally, for the 

project, and for your relationship working together. Don’t make assumptions 

here. Get the buyer to articulate their future state both from a rational and 

emotional standpoint. This question, and the next few, help buyers articulate 

this vision.

What Does Success Look Like for This Project?

Establishing success metrics is important before you start, but you also want to 

make sure your buyer has realistic expectations for the results you can 

achieve.

What Does Success Look Like for Us Working Together?

Your primary contact is most frequently your Champion—the person who will 

help you navigate their organization and push the initiative forward. 

Establishing a strong relationship with them is essential for success.

If There Were No Restriction on You — Money, Effort, Political Issues, and 

So On — What Would You Change? Can You Tell Me Why You Say That?

A question like this indicates what’s most important to the buyer in this situation 

and gives you an opportunity to help them get there even with the stated 

obstacles in the way.

Sales Questions to Define New Reality



Why? (Why is that your strategy? Why do you say that? 

Why do A vs. B?)

By asking why, you're asking buyers to justify something. If they can do so 

convincingly, good for them! But oftentimes they can’t. This opens an 

opportunity for you to help.

How? (How do you see this panning out? How do you think you 

need to proceed so this becomes a part of the culture? How might 

you avoid the common challenges like X, Y, and Z?)

“How” questions help the buyer start thinking about the new reality. 

Sometimes they have strong reasoning for why to do something, but they 

don’t have a strong plan for how to get it done. When you help buyers 

think about the how, it helps them avoid problems and develop plans that 

will make everything work better. How questions can be very powerful for 

generating insight.

What have you tried that hasn’t worked?

This question will help you understand buyers' thinking and help you see 

the gaps between what they know won’t work and what you know will.

Have you considered A, B, C, etc.? If not, why not?

You may find out they did, but didn't approach it right, or didn’t know about 

a new advancement in the area. Maybe they didn’t know better options 

existed. You can bring them to the table.

If I said I believe you might have under-invested to achieve this 

outcome in the past, what would you say?

When many buyers try to do something the first time, they look to cheaper 

options. Then those cheaper options fail. This kind of question can push 

buyers out of their comfort zones. They might say, “Well, what should I 

have done?” Or, “The ROI wasn’t worth spending more.” Most answers 

give you opportunity to bring insight to the table.

What do you think is possible? What’s possible for action? What’s 

possible for solution choices?

Whatever you find here gives you the chance to alter the buyer’s 

perception.

How do you know that?

Here you are testing the buyer’s assumptions. This can be tricky, but 

thinking critically together helps to broaden their perspective and consider 

other possibilities.

What do you think is missing?

Once you open the buyer’s mind to other possibilities, questions like this 

may spark additional ideas or considerations.

Sales Questions to Generate Insights



Would You Say All Your Customer Service Reps Are Using the Technology to 

Its Full Ability?

This question is all about finding holes in the buyer’s operational processes and isn’t 

limited to reps and tech. Replace with “project managers” and “building materials” 

and you have a different conversation with a different buyer.

Should Your Team Be Doing More of X?

Like many of the questions in this area, if they say yes, you can explore this further. If 

they say no, you can do the same. Push the buyer with questions that get them to 

question their initial response.

Do You Think You’re Doing All You Can in [insert Area]?

Maybe they are. Maybe they aren’t. But this question coupled with a follow-up 

question will challenge them to deeply consider their efforts.

Do You Think [insert Area] is a Problem for You?

If they say yes, you can explore. If they say no, same thing. You can push them with 

questions that get them to question their initial response. As the expert, you’ve seen 

what problems other companies in their space have. This question both establishes 

you as knowledgeable about their industry and exposes potential pitfalls.

Closed-Ended Sales Questions to Refine Your Solution



3 Open-Ended Sales Questions to Keep Buyers Talking

How So?

Understanding the buyer’s perception of a situation will not only give you further insight 

into how to address it, but also a glimpse of the buyer’s thought process.

Can You Tell Me a Little More About That?

Whether you don’t understand, want to know more, or think there’s an opportunity in this 

area, digging a little deeper will give you the clarity you need.

Why? Yes, This is Listed Twice.

Asking “why” a few more times can open the door for new insights as you get to the 

underlying cause of the problem. This allows you to create a better, more durable solution.



4 Questions for Buyer Alignment

(Process Question) if We Get to a Point Where We Move Forward Together, Who on Your 

Side Would Need to Be Involved to Make Sure We Can Get This Project Underway?

If your contact isn’t a decision maker, or is only one of a team, this is where you find out who 

the other players are and work on getting in front of them.

(Page Question) We Just Covered X, Y, and Z Over the Last 15 Minutes. To Summarize 

the Key Points [insert Summary Here]. Did I Capture the Essence Right or Am I Missing 

Anything?

This is a good practice for any meeting to ensure everyone is on the same page but is 

especially important in sales to confirm you understand the buyer’s situation correctly.

(Perception Question) Just Checking in as We’ve Been Working on This for a Few Weeks 

Now. How Are You Feeling About How Things Are Going? Are We on the Right Track?

While you may think things are going smoothly, the buyer may have a different idea of how 

things are going right or wrong. Asking this regularly allows you to stay on the right track or 

course correct if necessary.

(Perception Question) is There Anything Not Sitting Well With You? With Our Process, 

Our Offering, How We’re Interacting...anything That Gives You Pause About Moving 

Forward?

Again, this will give you an idea of the buyer’s perception of how things are going, but also may 

uncover hidden objections



Thank you!
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